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Weimar Germany
Gustav Stresemann was the exceptional political
figure of his time. His early death in 1929 has long
been viewed as the beginning of the end for the
Weimar Republic and the opening through which
Hitler was able to come to power. His career was
marked by many contradictions but also a pervading
loyalty to the values of liberalism and nationalism.
This enabled him in time both to adjust to defeat and
revolution and to recognize in the Republic the only
basis on which Germans could unite, and in European
cooperation the only way to avoid a new war. His
attempt to build a stable Germany as an equal power
in a stable Europe throws an important light on
German history in a critical time. Hitler was the
beneficiary of his failure but, so long as he was alive,
Stresemann offered Germans a clear alternative to
the Nazis. Jonathan Wright's fascinating new study is
the first modern biography of Stresemann to appear
in English or German.

Classical Music in Weimar Germany
In spite of having been short-lived, "Weimar" has
never lost its fascination. Until recently the Weimar
Republic's place in German history was primarily
defined by its catastrophic beginning and end Germany's defeat in 1918 and the Nazi seizure of
power in 1933; its history seen mainly in terms of
politics and as an arena of flawed decisions and failed
compromises. However, a flourishing of
interdisciplinary scholarship on Weimar political
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culture is uncovering arenas of conflict and change
that had not been studied closely before, such as
gender, body politics, masculinity, citizenship, empire
and borderlands, visual culture, popular culture and
consumption. This collection offers new perspectives
from leading scholars in the disciplines of history, art
history, film studies, and German studies on the
vibrant political culture of Germany in the 1920s.
From the traumatic ruptures of defeat, revolution, and
collapse of the Kaiser's state, the visionaries of
Weimar went on to invent a republic, calling forth new
citizens and cultural innovations that shaped the
republic far beyond the realms of parliaments and
political parties.

Lustmord
*Includes pictures *Includes online resources and a
bibliography for further reading The Weimar Republic
has become a byword for a failed, tragic, political
experiment. The official period of its existence,
1919-1933, marked the inter-war years in Germany
and their related uncertainty, chaos and the state's
ultimate collapse. Historians have found the roots of
Nazism embedded in the Weimar years and that in
the final analysis, Weimar politicians voluntarily
handed over power to the man who wrought
destruction on an epic scale, Adolf Hitler. Yet the
Weimar era encapsulated a number of trends and
fissures within German society, as well as the
international community. The Weimar Republic was a
prisoner of events and in the long run had little power
to shape them. Historians are fond of interpreting the
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past as a tension between human agency, that is to
say decision-making, and structural developments
that evade individual choices. Both these
interpretations are crucial when examining the
tumultuous years of Germany's Weimar Republic. The
early 1930s were a tumultuous period for German
politics, even in comparison to the ongoing transition
to the modern era that caused various forms of chaos
throughout the rest of the world. In the United States,
reliance on the outdated gold standard and an
absurdly parsimonious monetary policy helped bring
about the Great Depression. Meanwhile, the Empire of
Japan began its ultimately fatal adventurism with the
invasion of Manchuria, alienating the rest of the world
with the atrocities it committed. Around the same
time, Gandhi began his drive for the peaceful
independence of India through nonviolent protests
against the British. It was in Germany, however, that
the strongest seeds of future tragedy were sown. The
struggling Weimar Republic had become a breeding
ground for extremist politics, including two opposed
and powerful authoritarian entities: the right-wing
National Socialists and the left-wing KPD Communist
Party. As the 1930s dawned, these two totalitarian
groups held one another in a temporary stalemate,
enabling the fragile ghost of democracy to continue a
largely illusory survival for a few more years. That
stalemate was broken in dramatic fashion on a
bitterly cold night in late February 1933, and it was
the Nazis who emerged decisively as the victors. A
single act of arson against the famous Reichstag
building proved to be the catalyst that propelled Adolf
Hitler to victory in the elections of March 1933, which
set the German nation irrevocably on the path
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towards World War II. That war would plunge much of
the planet into an existential battle that ultimately
cost an estimated 60 million lives. The Weimar
Republic: The History of Germany After World War I
Before the Rise of the Nazi Party chronicles the
pivotal events in the years between World War I and
Hitler's ascension to power. Along with pictures of
important people, places, and events, you will learn
about the Weimar Republic like never before.

Weimar on the Pacific
The Economics of Inflation provides a comprehensive
analysis of economic conditions in Germany under the
Great Inflation and discusses inflationary conditions in
general. The analysis is supported by extensive
statistical material. * For this translation the author
thoroughly revised the original work * Includes an
appendix on German economic conditions in the
years following the monetary reform, 1923-24

The Downfall of Money
This unsettling and illuminating history reveals how
Germany's fractured republic gave way to the Third
Reich, from the formation of the Nazi party to the rise
of Hitler. Amid the ravages of economic depression,
Germans in the early 1930s were pulled to political
extremes both left and right. Then, in the spring of
1933, Germany turned itself inside out, from a deeply
divided republic into a one-party dictatorship. In
Hitler's First Hundred Days, award-winning historian
Peter Fritzsche offers a probing account of the pivotal
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moments when the majority of Germans seemed, all
at once, to join the Nazis to construct the Third Reich.
Fritzsche examines the events of the period -- the
elections and mass arrests, the bonfires and gunfire,
the patriotic rallies and anti-Jewish boycotts -- to
understand both the terrifying power the National
Socialists exerted over ordinary Germans and the
powerful appeal of the new era they promised. Hitler's
First Hundred Days is the chilling story of the
beginning of the end, when one hundred days
inaugurated a new thousand-year Reich.

Unemployment and the Great Depression
in Weimar Germany
Germany of the 1920s offers a stunning moment in
modernity, a time when surface values first became
determinants of taste, activity, and occupation:
modernity was still modern, spectacle was still
spectacular. Janet Ward's luminous study revisits
Weimar Germany via the lens of metropolitan visual
culture, analyzing the power that 1920s Germany
holds for today's visual codes of consumerism.

Political Violence in the Weimar
Republic, 1918-1933
Presents a history of the 1923 German economic
crisis that made the currency worthless, reduced the
country to a barter economy, and left severe social
unrest in its wake.

The Death of Democracy
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An economic horror story: The complete meltdown of
a major modern country's financial system, and its
disastrous effects on every aspect of society. A
hundred years ago, many theorists believed-just as
they did at the beginning of our twenty-first centurythat the world had reached a state of economic
perfection, a never before seen human
interdependence that would lead to universal growth
and prosperity. Then, as now, the German mark was
one of the most trusted currencies in the world. Yet
the early years of the Weimar Republic in Germany
witnessed the most calamitous meltdown of a
developed economy in modern times. The Downfall of
Money will tell anew the dramatic story of the
hyperinflation that saw the mark-worth 4.2 to the
dollar in 1914-plunge until it traded at over 4 trillion
to 1 by the autumn of 1923. The story of the Weimar
Republic's financial crisis clearly resonates today,
when the world is again anxious about what money is,
what it means, and how we can judge if its value is
true. It is a trajectory of events uncomfortably
relevant for our own uncertain world. Frederick Taylorone of the leading historians of Germany writing
today- explores the causes of the crisis and what the
collapse meant to ordinary people and traces its
connection to the dark decades that followed.
Drawing on a wide range of sources and accessibly
presenting vast amounts of research, The Downfall of
Money is a timely and chilling exploration of a
haunting episode in history.

Weimar Cinema
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Berlin Alexanderplatz
"A landmark work of German cultural studies. The
richness of the material is dazzling: each of the
essays opens up new areas of scholarly inquiry and
connects, in surprising and illuminating ways, with
other essays in the volume."—Maria Tatar, author of
Lustmord "These are thought-provoking readings of
the 'New Woman's' encounters with modernity in
Weimar culture."—Atina Grossmann, author of
Reforming Sex

Before the Deluge
Thoroughly up-to-date, skillfully written, and strikingly
illustrated, Weimar Germany brings to life an era of
unmatched creativity in the twentieth century—one
whose influence and inspiration still resonate today.
Eric Weitz has written the authoritative history that
this fascinating and complex period deserves, and he
illuminates the uniquely progressive achievements
and even greater promise of the Weimar Republic.
Weitz reveals how Germans rose from the turbulence
and defeat of World War I and revolution to forge
democratic institutions and make Berlin a world
capital of avant-garde art. He explores the period’s
groundbreaking cultural creativity, from architecture
and theater, to the new field of "sexology"—and
presents richly detailed portraits of some of the
Weimar’s greatest figures. Weimar Germany also
shows that beneath this glossy veneer lay political
turmoil that ultimately led to the demise of the
republic and the rise of the radical Right. Yet for
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decades after, the Weimar period continued to
powerfully influence contemporary art, urban design,
and intellectual life—from Tokyo to Ankara, and
Brasilia to New York. Featuring a new preface, this
comprehensive and compelling book demonstrates
why Weimar is an example of all that is liberating and
all that can go wrong in a democracy.

Berlin Childhood Around 1900
"This is cultural history at its best. Jelavich offers a
compelling case study that illuminates the 'death of
Weimar culture' in chilling detail. No other work
informs us so masterfully about the mechanisms of
media censorship and authorial self-censorship during
the last years of the Weimar Republic."—Bernd
Widdig, author of Culture and Inflation in Weimar
Germany "Jelavich's unique approach constitutes a
brilliant achievement. He constructs a prism of the
novel, radio play, and film of Berlin Alexanderplatz
that reflects the political, social, and cultural
conditions of the disintegrating Weimar Republic
against the rise of Nazism."—Michael H. Kater, author
of Hitler Youth "Berlin Alexanderplatz represents
historical and cultural scholarship at its best. Though
meticulously researched and documented, Jelavich
does not drown the reader in historical data. This is a
stimulating and persuasive read."—Lutz Koepnick,
author of Dark Mirror: German Cinema between
Hollywood and Hitler

Weimar Publics/Weimar Subjects
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By closely examining the interaction between
intellectual and material culture in the period before
the Nazis came to power in Germany, the author
comes to the conclusion that, contrary to widely held
assumptions, consumer culture in the Weimar period,
far from undermining reading, used reading culture to
enhance its goods and values. Reading material was
marked as a consumer good, while reading as an
activity, raising expectations as it did, influenced
consumer culture. Consequently, consumption
contributed to the diffusion of reading culture, while
at the same time a popular reading culture
strengthened consumption and its values.

Stop Reading! Look!
Examines the connections between the emergence of
Weimar photographic books and modern conceptions
of photographic meaning

Exchange, Prices, and Production in
Hyper-inflation
The Weimar Republic (1918–1933) was a crucial
moment not only in German history but also in the
history of both crime fiction and criminal science. This
study approaches the period from a unique
perspective - investigating the most notorious
criminals of the time and the public's reaction to their
crimes. The author argues that the development of a
new type of crime fiction during this period - which
turned literary tradition on its head by focusing on the
criminal and abandoning faith in the powers of the
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rational detective - is intricately related to new ways
of understanding criminality among professionals in
the fields of law, criminology, and police science.
Considering Weimar Germany not only as a culture in
crisis (the standard view in both popular and scholarly
studies), but also as a culture of crisis, the author
explores the ways in which crime and crisis became
the foundation of the Republic's self-definition. An
interdisciplinary cultural studies project, this book
insightfully combines history, sociology, literary
studies, and film studies to investigate a topic that
cuts across all of these disciplines.

Hitler's First Hundred Days
In an examination of Union and Confederate foreign
relations during the Civil War from both European and
American perspectives, Jones explores a number of
themes, including the international economic and
political dimensions of the war, the North's attemp

The Jazz Republic
In the 1930s and '40s, LA became a cultural sanctuary
for a distinguished group of German artists and
intellectuals - including Thomas Mann, Theodor W.
Adorno, Bertolt Brecht, Fritz Lang, and Arnold
Schoenberg - who were fleeing Nazi Germany. This
book is the first to examine their work and lives.

The Weimar Republic Sourcebook
A fascinating portrait of the turbulent political, social,
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and cultural life of the city of Berlin in the 1920s.
The Weimar Republic
This book presents a comprehensive study of the
most famous and spectacular instance of inflation in
modern industrial society--that in Germany during
and following World War I. A broad, probing narrative,
this book studies inflation as a strategy of social
pacification and economic reconstruction and as a
mechanism for escaping domestic and international
indebtedness. The Great Disorder is a study of
German society under the tension of inflation and
hyperinflation, and it explores the ways in which
Germany's hyperinflation and stabilization were linked
to the Great Depression and the rise of National
Socialism. This wide-ranging study sets German
inflation within the broader issues of maintaining
economic stability, social peace, and democracy and
thus contributes to the general history of the
twentieth century and has important implications for
existing and emerging market economies facing the
temptation or reality of inflation.

Weimar Modernism
Originally published: New York: G.P. Putnam's Sons,
1974.

Germany After the First World War
The Politics of Education
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A riveting account of how the Nazi Party came to
power and how the failures of the Weimar Republic
and the shortsightedness of German politicians
allowed it to happen. Why did democracy fall apart so
quickly and completely in Germany in the 1930s? How
did a democratic government allow Adolf Hitler to
seize power? In The Death of Democracy, Benjamin
Carter Hett answers these questions, and the story he
tells has disturbing resonances for our own time. To
say that Hitler was elected is too simple. He would
never have come to power if Germany’s leading
politicians had not responded to a spate of populist
insurgencies by trying to co-opt him, a strategy that
backed them into a corner from which the only way
out was to bring the Nazis in. Hett lays bare the
misguided confidence of conservative politicians who
believed that Hitler and his followers would willingly
support them, not recognizing that their efforts to use
the Nazis actually played into Hitler’s hands. They had
willingly given him the tools to turn Germany into a
vicious dictatorship. Benjamin Carter Hett is a leading
scholar of twentieth-century Germany and a gifted
storyteller whose portraits of these feckless politicians
show how fragile democracy can be when those in
power do not respect it. He offers a powerful lesson
for today, when democracy once again finds itself
embattled and the siren song of strongmen sounds
ever louder.

Reading Germany
Not an autobiography in the customary sense,
Benjamin's recollection of his childhood in an upperPage 13/24
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middle-class Jewish home in Berlin's West End at the
turn of the century is translated into English for the
first time in book form.

Reading Berlin 1900
The German Revolution of November 1918 is
nowadays largely forgotten outside Germany. It is
generally regarded as a failure even by those who
have heard of it, a missed opportunity which paved
the way for the rise of the Nazis and the catastrophe
to come. Robert Gerwarth argues here that to view
the German Revolution in this way is a serious
misjudgement. Not only did it bring down the
authoritarian monarchy of the Hohenzollern, it also
brought into being the first ever German democracy
in an amazingly bloodless way. Focusing on the
dramatic events between the last months of the First
World War in 1918 and Hitler's Munich Putsch of
1923, Robert Gerwarth illuminates the fundamental
and deep-seated ways in which the November
Revolution changed Germany. In doing so, he reminds
us that, while it is easy with the benefit of hindsight to
write off the 1918 Revolution as a 'failure', this failure
was not somehow pre-ordained. In 1918, the fate of
the German Revolution remained very much an open
book.

Producing Desire
A social history of Germany in the years following the
First World War, Germany After the First World War
explores Germany's defeat and the subsequent
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demobilization of its armies, events which had
devastating social and psychological consequences
for the nation. Richard Bessel examines the changes
brought by the War to Germany, including those
resulting from the return of soldiers to civilian life and
the effects of demobilization on the economy. He
demonstrates that the postwar transition was viewed
as a moral crusade by Germans desperately
concerned about challenges to traditional authority;
and he assesses the ways in which the experience of
the War, and memories of it, affected the politics of
the Weimar Republic. This original and scholarly book
offers important insights into the sense of dislocation,
both personal and national, experienced by Germany
and Germans in the 1920s, and its damaging legacy
for German democracy.

The Economics of Inflation
In this comprehensive companion to Weimar cinema,
chapters address the technological advancements of
each film, their production and place within the larger
history of German cinema, the style of the director,
the actors and the rise of the German star, and the
critical reception of the film.

Women in the Metropolis
"This book reads like a legal thriller; it will leave you
thinking about the nature of justice and inspired by
the human spirit." -Sister Helen Prejean Justice
Imperiled is the story of the brilliant lawyer Max
Hirschberg, one of Germany's most courageous
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defenders of justice in the face of Hitler's rise to
power. Hirschberg lived an extraordinary life at a
defining moment in German and European history. By
the time he fled Nazi Germany in 1934, he had
argued a series of cases in Munich's courtrooms that
shed light on the history of political justice in pre-Nazi
Germany and, by extension, the miscarriage of justice
in all Western democracies. Hirschberg was a rare
figure: he fought for cases that reflected the new
democracy rather than the old monarchy, that valued
equality rather than hierarchy, and that showed
respect for workers as well as aristocrats. Throughout
the Weimar period Hirschberg squared off in court
against Munich's conservatives, reactionaries, and
Nazis-twice facing Hitler himself. As he litigated
politically charged disputes, he also began fighting to
reverse the criminal convictions of innocent
defendants and to study what mistaken verdicts teach
us about the criminal justice system as a whole. In a
unique blend of biography and courtroom drama,
Justice Imperiled captures the excitement of
Hirschberg's actual cases and presents legal battles
that still rage, in different circumstances, to this day.

Crime Stories
Reveals the wide-ranging influence of American jazz
on German discussions of music, race, and culture in
the early twentieth century

November 1918
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Gustav Stresemann
Although the early history of progressive education is
often associated with John Dewey in America, the
author argues convincingly that the pedagogues in
the elementary schools in the big cities of Imperial
Germany were in the avant garde of this movement
on the European Continent. Far more than a history of
ideas, this study provides the first comprehensive
analysis of the culture wars over the schools in
Germany in the 1920s. Going up to the Nazi seizure of
power, the author's narrative sheds new light on the
courageous defense of the republican state by the
progressive educators in the 1930s and the
relationship between the traditionalists' opposition to
school reform and the attraction of certain sections of
the teaching profession to the Nazi movement.

Paying for the German Inflation
Publisher Description

When Money Dies
"Widdig illuminates the effects of Germany's inflation
by drawing on a wide range of canonical literature
and films as well as generally unexplored cultural
materials such as satirical illustrations, photographs,
and pamphlets. Widdig's clear-headed ability to
combine cultural analysis with popular social
experience makes his book highly readable and a
welcome addition to German studies, German cultural
history, and discussions of modernity."--BOOK JACKET.
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Justice Imperiled
In a book that confronts our society's obsession with
sexual violence, Maria Tatar seeks the meaning
behind one of the most disturbing images of twentiethcentury Western culture: the violated female corpse.
This image is so prevalent in painting, literature, film,
and, most recently, in mass media, that we rarely
question what is at stake in its representation. Tatar,
however, challenges us to consider what is taking
place--both artistically and socially--in the
construction and circulation of scenes depicting
sexual murder. In examining images of sexual murder
(Lustmord), she produces a riveting study of how art
and murder have intersected in the sexual politics of
culture from Weimar Germany to the present. Tatar
focuses attention on the politically turbulent Weimar
Republic, often viewed as the birthplace of a
transgressive avant-garde modernism, where
representations of female sexual mutilation abound.
Here a revealing episode in the gender politics of
cultural production unfolds as male artists and
writers, working in a society consumed by fear of
outside threats, envision women as enemies that can
be contained and mastered through transcendent
artistic expression. Not only does Tatar show that
male artists openly identified with real-life sexual
murderers--George Grosz posed as Jack the Ripper in
a photograph where his model and future wife was
the target of his knife--but she also reveals the ways
in which victims were disavowed and erased. Tatar
first analyzes actual cases of sexual murder that
aroused wide public interest in Weimar Germany. She
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then considers how the representation of murdered
women in visual and literary works functions as a
strategy for managing social and sexual anxieties,
and shows how violence against women can be linked
to the war trauma, to urban pathologies, and to the
politics of cultural production and biological
reproduction. In exploring the complex relationship
between victim and agent in cases of sexual murder,
Tatar explains how the roles came to be destabilized
and reversed, turning the perpetrator of criminal
deeds into a defenseless victim of seductive evil.
Throughout the West today, the creation of similar
ideological constructions still occurs in societies that
have only recently begun to validate the voices of its
victims. Maria Tatar's book opens up an important
discussion for readers seeking to understand the
forces behind sexual violence and its portrayal in the
cultural media throughout this century.

Weimar Surfaces
The Prussian province of Saxony-where the
Communist uprising of March 1921 took place and
two Combat Leagues (Wehrverbände) were founded
(the right-wing Stahlhelm and the Social Democratic
Reichsbanner) - is widely recognized as a politically
important region in this period of German history.
Using a case study of this socially diverse province,
this book provides a comprehensive analysis of
political violence in Weimar Germany with particular
emphasis on the political culture from which it
emerged. It refutes both the claim that the Bolshevik
revolution was the prime cause of violence, and the
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argument that the First World War's all-encompassing
'brutalization' doomed post-1918 German political life
from the very beginning. The study thus contributes
to a view of the Weimar Republic as a state in severe
crisis but with alternatives to the Nazi takeover.

Berlin Alexanderplatz
Reproduces (translated into English) contemporary
documents or writings with an introduction to each
section.

Economics and Politics in the Weimar
Republic
From Hitler's notorious fondness for Wagner's operas
to classical music's role in fuelling German
chauvinism in the era of the world wars, many
observers have pointed to a distinct relationship
between German culture and reactionary politics. In
Classical Music in Weimar Germany, Brendan Fay
challenges this paradigm by reassessing the
relationship between conservative musical culture
and German politics. Drawing upon a range of
archival sources, concert reviews and satirical
cartoons, Fay maps the complex path of classical
music culture from Weimar to Nazi Germany-a
trajectory that was more crooked, uneven, or broken
than straight. Through an examination of topics as
varied as radio and race to nationalism, this book
demonstrates the diversity of competing aesthetic,
philosophical and political ideals held by German
music critics that were a hallmark of Weimar
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Germany. Rather than seeing the cultural
conservatism of this period as a natural prelude for
the violence and destruction later unleashed by
Nazism, this fascinating book sheds new light on
traditional culture and its relationship to the rise of
Nazism in 20th-century Germany.

A Short History of the Weimar Republic
In this work David C. Durst explores the development
of modernism in the philosophy, politics, and culture
of the first German Republic between 1918 and 1933.
Through a reasoned critique of various Weimar
intellectual figures such as Ernst Bloch, Martin
Heidegger, and Theodor Adorno, Durst offers clarity
and insight into the various aesthetic postures of the
interwar period. From the cultural vibrancy of the
early Weimar period to the eventual decay towards
fascism and Nazi rule, Weimar Modernism provides a
new and coherent way to examine this important era,
which has often been presented in a fragmented
manner

The Great Disorder
Alfred Döblin (1878-1957) studied medicine in Berlin
and specialized in the treatment of nervous diseases.
Along with his experiences as a psychiatrist in the
workers' quarter of Berlin, his writing was inspired by
the work of Holderlin, Schopenhauer and Nietzsche
and was first published in the literary magazine, Der
Sturm. Associated with the Expressionist literary
movement in Germany, he is now recognized as on of
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the most important modern European novelists. Berlin
Alexanderplatz is one of the masterpieces of modern
European literature and the first German novel to
adopt the technique of James Joyce. It tells the story
of Franz Biberkopf, who, on being released from
prison, is confronted with the poverty, unemployment,
crime and burgeoning Nazism of 1920s Germany. As
Franz struggles to survive in this world, fate teases
him with a little pleasure before cruelly turning on
him. Foreword by Alexander Stephan Translated by
Eugene Jolas>

Culture and Inflation in Weimar Germany
It is impossible to understand the history of modern
Europe without some knowledge of the Weimar
Republic. The brief fourteen-year period of democracy
was marked by unstable government, economic crisis
and the rise of extremist political movements. Yet at
the same time a vibrant cultural scene flourished,
which continues to influence the international art
world, whether indirectly via the enduring popularity
of Christopher Isherwood's Berlin Novels and Bob
Fosse's Cabaret, or in more concrete ways through
the aesthetics of Expressionism and the Bauhaus
movement. Historians have seen the Weimar Republic
as a democratic experiment set between the
authoritarian monarchism of the Wilhelmine Empire
and the tyranny of the Third Reich, but
contemporaries were not so pessimistic. While some
disparaged the new democratic system and
fulminated against Weimar cosmopolitanism and
'decadence', most praised attempts to bring social
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improvement and the emancipation of women, or
celebrated the exciting forays into the avant-garde of
Weimar's artistic elite. In the fields of visual art,
literature, theatre, cinema, music and architecture not to mention chemistry, physics and psychology Germany became a world leader during the 1920s,
while her perilous political and economic position
ensured that no US or European statesman could
afford to ignore her. Weimar Germany was thus much
more than merely a cul-de-sac off Germany's difficult
'special path' to modernity, it was a key period in
German and European history whose influence
continues to be felt. Incorporating original research
and a synthesis of the existing historiography, this
book will provide students and a general readership
with a clear and concise introduction to the history of
the first German Republic. It highlights key concepts
and themes in the study of German history in general
and the Weimar Republic in particular.
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